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ABOUT IMVITER
IMVITER is a collaborative research project cofounded by the European Union under the 7th FP,
dedicated to promote the implementation of Virtual Testing in safety regulations, in particular
within the motor vehicles type approval framework.

VIRTUAL TESTING
Numerical Simulation, or more general CAE, is broadly and intensively used as a design tool
during motor vehicles’ development process, since the earliest stages until the very last
prototyping phases. However at its latest stage before being released in the market, new vehicles
shall meet a set of regulatory requirements specified in the Directive 2007/46/EC, according to a
number of test named regulatory acts. Although simulation is at the core of every vehicle
development, such regulatory assessment is almost purely based on “hardware” tests. Once a
new design is finished there is still a period of time ranging from 8 to 10 weeks during which
costly prototypes are tested in order to demonstrate that cars are safe enough to be sell in the
European market. Despite the fact that such assessment is absolutely necessary and clearly
beneficial, it results in an increasing burden for European carmakers in terms of time and cost.
Since the type approval system entry into force, there has been a continuous increase in the
number of regulatory acts aiming to enlarge safety levels of vehicles sold in Europe, and even
more, new technologies that are being regularly implemented entail additional assessment and
thus more regulatory acts. Eventually we can deduce that each new guarantee for the European
consumers imply a heavier burden for the automotive industry. But different paths can be
explored to avoid such a burden, which decreases European automotive industry
competitiveness, while keeping a high level of quality and safety of vehicles sold in Europe. In
order to reduce type approval cost and increase vehicles development process flexibility, a further
application of highly predictable simulation models arises; Virtual Testing. Simulation models can
be taken one step ahead, and serve as a tool for the assessment of regulatory act technical
requirements, and thus be deemed as an additional tool which can help Approval Authorities,
Technical Services and carmakers in the assessment of technical requirements.
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IMVITER OUTCOMES
In the final event the following main project outcomes will be presented:
•

Selection of regulatory acts in which VT could be implemented in short-term

•

Different approaches identified for a practical implementation of VT

•

Detailed flowcharts to be followed in each different approach, which could serve as a
guideline for type approval stakeholders

•

Methodology for the assessment of simulation models predictability

•

Cost benefit analysis of VT implementation, short and long term scenarios

•

VT opportunities in new and future technologies

TARGET AUDIENCE
Professionals related to the motor vehicles type approval activities, namely, approval authorities,
technical services and professionals involved in the development and/or regulatory assessment
of components, parts, subsystems and vehicles. Experts in simulation in the automotive field,
code vendors and code developers.
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EVENT AGENDA
Time

9:00-10:30

Topics

session 1

Event opening
Introduction to IMVITER and VT:
*Virtual testing in the vehicle type approval regulatory framework
*Technical Services accreditation for VT, identified needs and new skills required
*Project outline
*Pilot cases
*V&V methodology, adaptation to IMVITER pilot cases
*VT type approval phases
*VT implementation approaches and flowcharts

break

10:55-12:30

session 2

12:30-13:30

lunch break

Full VT approach:
*Pilot case 3:Towing hook conventional approach and proposed VT approach
*Simulation model verification, activities and documentation
*Simulation model validation, activities and documentation. Code dependency study.
Materials and joint models validation
*Regulatory act requirement assessment
*Detailed analysis of Full VT approach in terms of cost and flexibility
*How would VT be of benefit in the towing hook case and similar regulatory acts?
Q&A

Hybrid VT approach:
*Pedestrian protection conventional approach and proposed VT approach
*Head impact protection, simulation model validation, activities and documentation. Validation
corridor development
*Lower leg impact protection, simulation model validation, activities and documentation.
Validation corridor development
*Regulatory act requirement assessment
*Detailed analysis of Hybrid VT approach in terms of cost and flexibility
*How would VT be of benefit in the pedestrian protection case and similar regulatory acts?
13:30-15:15

session 3
break

15:40-17:30

session 4

Extension of Approval based on VT approach:
*Seat belt anchorages strength conventional approach and proposed VT approach
*Derivative simulation models from an existing validated one
*Assessment of small modifications
*Detailed analysis of Full VT approach in terms of cost and flexibility
*How would EoA based on VT be of benefit in the seat belt anchorages case and similar
regulatory acts?
Future of VT:
*Towards more realistic tools, Flex-PLl impactor
*Towards more realistic tools, human body models
*Active safety systems assessment
*Roadmap for VT implementation
*Position paper on VT implementation by IMVITER consortium
Q&A
Event end
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VENUE
The workshop will be held at the Bundesanstalt für Straßenwesen (BASt) premises, located in
Brüderstraße 53, Bergisch Gladbach, Germany.

SITE MAP

Further information on how to reach the workshop venue can be found here.

PARTNERS
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